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	Faced with the steadily increasing complexity and rapidly shortening timeto-
	market requirements designing electronic systems is a very challenging task.
	To manage this situation effectively the level of abstraction in modeling has
	been raised during the past years in the computer aided design community.
	Meanwhile, for the so-called system-level design the system description language
	SystemC has become the de facto standard. However, while modeling
	from abstract to synthesizable descriptions in combination with specification
	concepts like Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) leads to very good results,
	the verification quality is poor. The two main reasons are that (1) the existing
	SystemC verification techniques do not escort the different abstraction levels
	effectively and (2) in particular the resulting quality in terms of the covered
	functionality is only checked manually. Hence, due to the increasing design
	complexity the number of undetected errors is growing rapidly.


	Therefore a quality-driven design and verification flow for digital systems
	is developed and presented in this book. Two major enhancements characterize
	the new flow: First, dedicated verification techniques are integrated which
	target the different levels of abstraction. Second, each verification technique is
	complemented by an approach to measure the achieved verification quality.


	The new flow distinguishes three levels of abstraction (namely system level,
	top level and block level) and can be incorporated in existing approaches. After
	reviewing the preliminary concepts, in the following chapters the three levels
	for modeling and verification are considered in detail. At each level the
	verification quality is measured. In summary, following the new design and
	verification flow a high overall quality results.
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APIs: A Strategy GuideO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		APIs are a big deal and they are getting bigger. Pioneering companies such as Google,
	
		Facebook, Apple, and Twitter have exposed amazing technological solutions to the
	
		public, transforming existing businesses and creating new industries. Central to these
	
		companies’ successes are the APIs that link people and...
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Developing Visual Studio .NET Macros and Add-InsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Learn how to supercharge Visual Studio .NET with this in-depth guide to creating customized macros and add-ins
Whether you simply need to automate a repetitive task or make a full-scale improvement to Visual Studio .NET, Jeff Cogswell will quickly teach you how in this comprehensive book. You’ll find all the tools necessary to create...
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Models and Cognition (Bradford Books)MIT Press, 2006
"Every now and then, a book comes along that tries to put it all together. Waskan's book is eminently readable and well informed, and taught me a lot about stuff I thought I already knew. It is an accessible text and a thoroughly original contribution, all in one."
  —Robert Cummins, Department of Philosophy...
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Personal Web Usage in the Workplace: A Guide to Effective Human Resources ManagementInformation Science Publishing, 2003
An important aspect of managing human capital in the 21st century workplace is managing the interface between humans and information technology, particularly the World Wide Web. The Web has changed not only how and where business is conducted, but also how and where work is done. Personal web usage has created many desirable organizational...
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The Cichlids Yearbook Volume 2Cichlid Press, 1992

	No less than eighteen authors have put together the second volume of the cichlids yearbook. It was pleasing that almost all contributors to the first volume were able to write down another piece of their knowledge and experience in this one. In addition eight new authors have written for this volume. Another pleasing fact is that Horst Walter...
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Think and Grow RichBallantine Books, 1987
...During our ten-year association, I learned the missing  number to my combination for worldwide successful achievement. The  Master Mind Principle: two or more persons working together in  complete harmony toward a mutual goal or goals...Napoleon Hill's  philosophy teaches you what you were never taught. Specifically: How  to Recognize, Relate,...
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